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N5991HE1x 
HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Compliance Test 
Automation Platform 
 

At a Glance 
High-speed digital standards are quickly evolving to keep pace with emerging 
technologies such as 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), virtual 
reality (VR), and autonomous vehicles. 

Each generational change introduces new test challenges for your digital designs. 
You need to test your high-speed digital designs across all product development 
stages — from design and simulation, analysis, debug, and compliance test. The 
latest N5991 software solution anticipates test challenges, optimizes performance, 
and accelerates time-to-market of your high-speed computing interfaces, data 
center connections, and consumer electronics. 

• Supported standards include SATA, SAS, PCIe, CCIX, and USB / 
Thunderbolt, HDMI, MIPI C-PHY and other standards will be continuously 
added with the requirements for higher data speed testing 

• Guided setup with automated fast stress signal calibration and compliance 
measurement functions 

• Modern look and feel with enhanced functionalities 

• System modularity allows the user to enable only required functionalities 

• HTML / Excel test reports  

• Link training suites available that also feature debugging of DUTs 

• Node-locked and transportable licenses 

• Single and multi-lane device testing 

• Characterization mode for in-depth testing 

• Supports real-time parameter changes of amplitude levels, etc. 

 

  

Note 

This datasheet outlines 
the covered tests, 
instrument 
requirements as well 
requirements for the 
PC the test automation 
software is running on. 
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Figure 1. N5991 Software Solution Path 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Software Platform Block Diagram 
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Turn Your Instruments into a Solution 
An efficient test strategy is a proven competitive advantage. The Keysight Technologies N5991 is the 
successor of the well-known industry standard N5990A test automation software platform. It follows the 
same concept - combining the performance of your instruments with the convenience of your PC. The 
system’s software provides unprecedented test integration, high-throughput, and ease-of-use for a wide 
range of stimulus and response systems, providing a level of control that transforms a collection of 
instruments into a universal, user-friendly and highly productive test solution. 

 

Fast and Reliable Testing 
The comprehensive N5991 software platform increases test speed, reduces test costs, and ensures 
greater thoroughness than manual electrical testing. Using PCI Express as an example, the system can 
test a range of devices - transmitters, receivers and bridges, network adapters, DSP, TV, and data-
acquisition cards - whether they are production-ready prototypes, development boards, or chipsets. 

 

Standardize Your Tests 
The N5991 receiver-test options provide dedicated receiver compliance tests for popular and emerging 
digital buses. You can select either compliance mode for fast certification testing or characterization 
mode for in-depth analysis. The Receiver Test Automation Platform’s compliance testing capabilities 
have been repeatedly proven at interoperability workshops or “plug-fests” and at Methods of 
Implementation (MOI) events. 

Built upon the success of the previous generations, the N5991 platform delivers significant gains in 
productivity. Like its predecessor (the N5990A software), the interface for the new system has been 
designed using a common framework, which makes it easy to test multiple buses such as HDMI, USB, 
PCI Express, CCIX, SAS, and more. It delivers additional gains using HTML or Excel file formats for 
reporting results. The N5991 software architecture is based on C# code and Microsoft .NET, which in 
conjunction with on-the-fly amplitude and jitter control supported by many Keysight instruments, ensures 
fast interaction, calibration, and test execution for the highest possible throughput. 
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Test Selection and Test Results 
With the test automation software platform, you can select tests from an intuitive tree structure with 
multiple levels of detail. Select the tests you want to run and set the number of repetitions. Test results 
are provided in HTML or Microsoft Excel format. Measured results are reported in parameter tables. An 
example of which can be seen below. (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 3. Test results for eARC RX Termination Supply Voltage Tolerance at TP2 
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N5991HE1A HDMI Enhanced Audio Return Channel (eARC) and HEAC Receiver 
Tests 
HDMI is the digital video interface for consumer electronics applications. Developed by the HDMI 
Forum’s Technical Working Group, HDMI 2.1, is backward compatible with earlier versions of the HDMI 
specifications and significantly increases transmission speed and bandwidths up to 48 Gbps. 

The eARC is a new feature released in HDMI 2.1 to simplify connectivity and ensure full compatibility 
between audio devices and upcoming HDMI 2.1 products. The eARC solution simplifies connectivity 
and supports the most advanced audio formats and highest audio quality. The standard improves the 
differential audio information over single ended and uses the IEC 61937 specifications. It covers 
common mode discovery management for both the TX and RX to simplify audio control. 

In real world terms, this means the television can be the hub of a home with other media devices 
plugged directly to the television and the audio control can be easily controlled by a single remote 
control. Keysight N5991HE1A HDMI eARC test solution consists of the Infiniium oscilloscope, M81160A 
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), N5991 test automation software (“ValiFrame”) for HDMI 
compliance testing and test fixtures (BitifEye). 

 

 

  

 

Figure 4. HDMI eARC Receiver Test Setup 
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Calibrations 
Valiframe eARC automates the calibration procedure as described in the eARC Electrical Compliance 
Test Specification to generate the stressed compliant signal by adjusting the arbitrary waveform 
generator’s differential voltage and sinusoidal jitter to obtain marginal eye opening. In addition, a second 
generator is used as Common Mode source. Common Mode signal is a heartbeat signal defined in H2.1 
spec. It is calibrated to a compliant swing value. 

 

Receiver Tests 
According to the eARC Compliance Test Specification, receiver testing must be performed after a 
successful eARC discovery. This means that DUT must operate in eARC mode. Common Mode signal 
is used for successful eARC discovery negotiation with the DUT. 

The receiver compliance test consists of two phases. First, the DUT must operate in eARC mode, 
following the negotiation with the test equipment. While in eARC mode, the test instrument pattern 
generator sends the differential audio to the DUT. The quality of the receiver under various degraded 
and extreme signal conditions in the tests is to listen to an output tone for any distortions or noise. The 
pattern generator is configured to generate the stress signal resulting from the calibration process in 
order to evaluate the receiver performance under worst case conditions. In addition, the physical 
parameters of Common Mode signal from DUT are also tested. 

  

 

Figure 5. eARC calibration test setup. 
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Add-ons 
HDMI eARC and HEAC Transmitter Test 
According to the eARC Compliance Test Specification, transmitter testing must be performed after 
successful eARC discovery. This means that DUT must operate in eARC mode. Common Mode signal 
is used for successful eARC discovery negotiation with the DUT. 

After successful eARC discovery, Transmitter DUT output Differential Audio and Common Mode control 
signal. Digital Oscilloscope is used to measure the physical parameters of differential and common 
mode signal from DUT. 

HDMI eARC and HEAC DSGA System Support 
This option is required when BIT-3000 is used for testing eARC discovery. 

  

 

Figure 7. eARC transmitter test setup with DUT 

 

Figure 6. eARC calibration test setup. 
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N5991HE1E HDMI eARC and HEAC Debug Tools Frame Generator 
N5991HE1A offers fully automated calibrations, receiver, and transmitter tests. However, DUTs often 
require characterization and tolerance checking. The N5991HE1E Debug Tool offers full control of that, 
to create the optimal settings for your DUT. 

Differential eARC is generated as fixed tones on eight channels. The electrical parameters can be adjusted 
for the audio part. You can either add a pre-selected amount of jitter to the signal or enter the required 
amount of jitter directly into the combo box. The data rate of the signal is calculated by the debug tool 
depending on the selected audio sample rate and the sample size, once the “Generate” button is pressed. 

Common Mode Data Channel provides the bi-directional data transfer between eARC TX (DSGA) and 
eARC RX and is a heartbeat pattern sent along with the differential audio data. Before starting the 
actual Physical layer RX testing, eARC discovery is required. The discovery process is triggered by the 
HPD signal on the HDMI cable. By default, the CM signal (heartbeat pattern) is sent every 10 ms. 

 

 

Figure 8. HDMI eARC Frame Generator 
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Common Mode Analyzer 
The eARC CM Analyzer performs the analysis of the Common Mode Communication between the 
eARC TX (DSGA) and eARC RX using the analyzer module of the DSGA. It monitors the eARC 
discovery process between DSGA and eARC RX DUT. It will show the “No events strobed” results when 
you do not have an eARC DUT connected. 

Figure 9. Common mode analyzer setting with HDMI eARC Frame Generator 
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eARC RX testing with DUT 
If user has an eARC DUT connected, events will be strobed. You will need to unplug and plug in the 
HDMI connector to the eARC RX DUT after generating the eARC signal as the eARC RX DUT requires 
the HPD toggle to enter the eARC discovery process. After HPD toggle, you can press “Start Data 
Analysis” to observe the communication between DSGA and eARC RX DUT. DSGA continuously 
outputs heartbeat and eARC RX DUT response is shown in terms of events being strobed. Seeing an 
“ACK strobed” event would mean that the DUT has correctly received heartbeat pattern and 
acknowledges it. 

 

Figure 10. eARC RX debugging with HDMI eARC Frame Generator 
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eARC TX testing 
eARC TX testing functionality in debug tool is used to perform eARC Discovery between TX DUT and 
DSGA. The Analyzer Threshold value is for the input comparator of the DSGA Analyzer module. 
Analyzer threshold value is set based on the DUT signal level and DC offset value. Press the Analyze 
Audio button to perform eARC Discovery between TX DUT and DSGA. 

 

Figure 11. eARC TX debugging with HDMI eARC Frame Generator 
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Ordering Information for HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test Software Products 
N5991HE1A HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test 

N5991HE1A-1FP HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test, perpetual node-locked license 

N5991HE1A-1TP HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test, perpetual transportable single license 

N5991HE1A-SFM HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test, software maintenance, 12 months, node-
locked license 

N5991HE1A-SF3 HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test, software maintenance, 36 months, node-
locked license 1 

N5991HE1A-STM HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test, software maintenance, 12 months, 
transportable license 

N5991HE1A-ST3 HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test, software maintenance, 36 months, 
transportable license 1 

N5991HE1A HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver Test Add-Ons 

N5991HEBY-ADD HDMI eARC and HEAC DSGA System Support Add-on 

N5991HETY-ADD HDMI eARC and HEAC Transmitter Test Add-on 

N5991HE1E HDMI eARC and HEAC Debug Tools Frame Generator 

N5991HE1E-1FP HDMI eARC and HEAC Debug Tools Frame Generator, perpetual node-locked 
license 

N5991HE1E-1TP HDMI eARC and HEAC Debug Tools Frame Generator, perpetual transportable 
single license 

N5991HE1E-SFM HDMI eARC and HEAC Debug Tools Frame Generator, software maintenance, 
12 months, node-locked license 

N5991HE1E-SF3 HDMI eARC and HEAC Debug Tools Frame Generator, software maintenance, 
36 months, node-locked license 1 

N5991HE1E-STM HDMI eARC and HEAC Debug Tools Frame Generator, software maintenance, 
12 months, transportable license 

N5991HE1E-ST3 HDMI eARC and HEAC Debug Tools Frame Generator, software maintenance, 
36 months, transportable license 1 

 
1. Please note that 36-month maintenance licenses are available only with first purchase. Please contact your local Keysight 

representative for more information. 

 

License Types 
• Node-locked – License can be used on one specified computer. 

• Transportable – License can be used on one computer at a time but may be transferred to another 
using the BitifEye License Manager. 
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Equipment Required for HDMI eARC and HEAC Receiver and Transmitter Testing 
For HDMI2.1 eARC testing using Keysight test software, order the following: 

Item Product number Supplier Remarks 

Infiniium S, V, or Z series oscilloscope Various Keysight  

DSGA Dynamic Sequencing Generator and 
Analyzer BIT-3000 BitifEye  

Arbitrary Function Generator 81160A Keysight  

eARC CTS Protocol bundle BIT-4011-0870-0 BitifEye  

HDMI Ethernet Physical Layer Test Board 81150AU-EHD Keysight  

Power divider 11636B Keysight  

SMA male 50 Ohm termination 1250-2153 Keysight  

Socketed Probe head E2678B Keysight  

1134B InfiniiMax 7 GHz Probe 1134B Keysight  

Precision BNC adapter N5442A Keysight  

GP Common Mode Probing Board BIT-1006-0030-0 BitifEye  

eARC Probing Board BIT-1010-0500-0 BitifEye  

HDMI plug test Adapter BIT-1010-0420-0 BitifEye  

Cables 

GP Cable, SMA(m), 1 m, 5 GHz BIT-1004-0007-0 BitifEye 1 unit 

GP Matched Cable Pair, SMA (m), 1 m, 5 GHz BIT-1004-0003-0 BitifEye 4 units 
 

System Requirements 

Software Requirements 
• Operating system: Windows 10 (64-bit) 

• Microsoft .NET Framework version 4.7.1 or higher 

• Keysight IO Libraries Suite 18.1 or higher 

 

Recommendation 
• Microsoft Office Excel 2016 or higher 

 

Hardware Requirements 
• Connectivity hardware for instrumentation such as USB3 and Ethernet (depending on configuration) 
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Recommendations 
• Multicore processor with 12 logical processors or more 

• 16 GB RAM or higher 

 

Remote Power Cycling 
All N5991 Receiver Test Automation products can control remote power strips from Koukaam, Allnet 
and Synaccess to power cycle a device under test. 

 

Software Maintenance 
The purchase of one -SFM maintenance license for -1FP product licenses or one -STM maintenance 
license for -1TP product licenses provides the ability to install updates for one year. 

With the initial purchase of a product license it is possible to purchase a 3-year software maintenance 
license. A -SF3 maintenance license covers a -1FP product license and -ST3 maintenance license 
covers a -1TP product license. 

A software maintenance license is always valid for the respective RX test or Debug Tool e.g., Link 
Training Suite or Frame Generator product only. 

Software Maintenance includes updates to newer instrument firmware as well as procedure and test 
limit changes for the test specifications covered by the products the software maintenance license 
belongs to. Upgrades to a different test specification are not covered. 

All N5991 RX test or Debug Tool / Link Training Suite licenses which were purchased after  
November 30th 2020 will no longer include an automatic Software Maintenance during the first year. 
Thus, it requires a respective software maintenance license to be able to install updates. Products 
which do not have a software maintenance offering and are not an Add-On will not be updated but are 
operational still. 

Software without any extra software maintenance product associated with it, will have a maintenance 
expiration date of the license issue date + 14 days as a starting point. The software itself will still work, 
even if the maintenance is expired. If software maintenance has expired a new software maintenance 
license can be purchased for this product. But the new software maintenance will not grant coverage 
starting from the purchase date but from the date the previous software maintenance coverage expired. 
For example, the software maintenance expired on April 30th, 2020, and a new 1-year software 
maintenance is purchased on August 1st, 2020, the purchased coverage will take May 1st, 2020, and will 
end on April 30th, 2021. 
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Learn more at: www.keysight.com 
For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications, or services,  
please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:  
www.keysight.com/find/contactus 

 

Related Software Products 
Model number Description Note 

N5991HP1A HDMI 2.1 Receiver Compliance Test 
Software HDMI Sink Compliance Test Software 

D9021HDMC HDMI Electrical Performance, Validation 
and Compliance Test Software HDMI Source Compliance Test Software 

D9020JITA Jitter, Vertical and Phase Noise Analysis 
Software Required for HDMI 2.1 FRL 

D9020ASIA Advanced Signal Integrity Software (EQ, 
InfiniiSim Advanced) Required for HDMI 2.1 FRL 

D9010DMBA De-embedding Bundle Optional for switch path calibrations 
D9020SCNA InfiniiScan Event Identification Software Optional 
KS6810A Data Analytics software (1 license) Optional 
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